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IISTORYINTHE MAGEMAKING
From the epitaphs of fallen soldiers in ancient Greece,

through the pioneers of photography, to the thoroughly modern
portraiture of John Byrne, all human life – and death – is here

duncanMacmillan

WE DON’T do epitaphs any more.
For those who have them, mod-
ern gravestones are laconic in the
extreme. Dates of birth and death,
“In loving memory”, perhaps some

reference to status as husband, wife or parent, but
nothing to suggest the shape of an individual life. It
was very different in ancient Greece. Very often in
antiquity, graves were along the roads leading out
of a town and carried epitaphs telling you about the
life of an individual as though in their own direct
speech. Typical openings are: “Salutation, passer-by,”
or simply: “Stranger!”

It is startling and very moving to be addressed so
directly by a voice from the remote past. Epitaphs
were an actual poetic form, too. Its master and per-
haps its pioneer was the poet Simonides, who flour-
ished 2,500 years ago. Famous in his time, his poetry
mostly only survives in fragments, but several of his
epitaphs, short anyway, do survive intact. They are
remarkable and they display most strikingly that
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same directness. The immediacy it brings reaches
far beyond their time and place to touch us still.

These epitaphs and other surviving fragments of
the poetry of Simonides have now been translated
into Scots by Robert Crawford. “I, Brotachus, lig (lie)
here, a Gortyn Cretan/ I didnae come here tae die,
just tae sell shoes,” for instance. Then there is Meg-
istias, the seer who “kent his death was tied” (inevi-
table) but would “no gie owre (betray) his Spartan
lairds”. Most memorable of all is Simonides’s epi-
taph to the heroic Spartans, who in the face of death
held the pass at Thermopylae for three days against
the might of the Persian army: “Ootlin (stranger),
tell oor maisters this/We lig here deid. We did as we
were telt.”

The terse Scots captures the pithy directness, the
compactness that makes these epitaphs timeless
and ever topical. Soldiers still die far from home.
Like the heroic Spartans, they are more admirable
in their individual courage than the lairds they
serve and their loyalty less ambiguous than the
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doubtful causes for which they are asked to fight
and give their lives. The black body bags that bring
them home are blunt in their cold finality, yet con-
tain a whole human life. Thus they provide the
title of the exhibition, Body Bags, where Crawford’s
translations are placed alongside photographs by
Norman McBeath.

Simonides’s epitaphs are, says Crawford, in the
eloquent introduction to the book of the
exhibition, like body bags. “Zipped inside are the
remains of human lives”. But so too, he suggests,
are McBeath’s photographs. “The epitaphs of Simo-
nides go with the apparent timelessness of black
and white photography; yet like photographs they
are occasioned by particular instants. Photographs,
body bags, curt memorials, they are tagged with the
names of the dead.” When memory and images are
so interwoven, it is somehow apt that Simonides
is also famous for inventing a mnemonic system
based on images that is still used in memory con-
tests today.

After Norman McBeath had taken the photo-
graphs, they spread them out and matched image
to text. One does not illustrate the other in any
literal sense, but the pictures do exactly capture the
elegiac melancholy of the poetry. Thus the epitaph
of the shoemaker, for instance, is matched with
an image of the rear axle and wheels of some an-
cient lorry, half-buried
in a shingle beach; like
the shoemaker, it is ut-
terly displaced. For the
dead of Thermopylae,
McBeath’s photograph is
a group of fallen trees in
a conifer plantation. Fall-
ing, they have made a gap; sunlight breaks through
the dense, dark cover of the close planted trees;
their serried ranks are disrupted. You cannot put
the analogy into words, but it is there. Somehow,
because of Simonides, the individuality of those
brave soldiers and the conscious choices they made
break through the deep-layered darkness of the cen-
turies. Photography, particularly black and white
photography, is itself a kind of memorial, an incar-
nation of memory. Like an epitaph cut in stone, it is
at once formally compact, yet offers an opening on
to the wide, shadowy fields of memory.

We look straight into that shadowy realm in the
very first photographs ever taken, those of William
Henry Fox Talbot. Half of Hiroshi Sugimoto’s exhi-
bition consists of big, immaculate prints from sur-
viving Fox Talbot negatives. In a much larger format
than Fox Talbot himself could ever have imagined,
the results are mysterious and extraordinarily beau-
tiful, especially the two or three that contain fig-
ures, dimly visible. These shadows from the past are
more than a memorial and more than a memory.
The mists of time seem actually visible. You see viv-
idly the analogy between epitaph and photograph
that Crawford and McBeath suggest for us.

The other photographs by Sugimoto are flashes
like lightning against a black background made
by putting a massive electric charge through pho-
tographic film on a metal plate. He suggests these
images imply the beginnings of life itself. He also
links them to his homage to Fox Talbot and the
ghostly presences he has recovered in his pictures.
“Was I trying to make artworks or reproduce pri-
mal life forms?” he asks. There are echoes of Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein in all this and Fox Talbot,
who also experimented with static electricity, was
just three years her junior. Sugimoto’s pictures are
impressive and Fox Talbot’s beautiful. Neverthe-
less, in contemporary art, while success brings the
opportunity to think big, scale often inflates sig-
nificance; the small gesture of the successful artist
is magnified by the lens of reputation.

Simonides’s epitaphs are portraits, marvellously
condensed, and portraiture is central to any re-
flection of memory beyond the grave. Few por-
trait painters have been so successful as Raeburn
in suggesting the presence of a living individual.
His portrait of James Lockhart is an outstanding
example. He looks down his hooked nose with a
fierce glare. He was not a pretty man, nor does he
look a kind one, but he is as vividly present to us
now as he was to Raeburn 200 years ago.

Raeburn achieves this, not by meticulous analy-
sis of his physical appearance, but by the breadth
of his handling, by what he misses out as much as
what he paints. Thus he records his intuitive per-
ception of the individual before him. Raeburn,
such a picture suggests, was a far more modern art-
ist than we realise.

In this remarkable show there are half a dozen
other paintings by Raeburn, several repatriated
from America, but there is much else besides.
A pair of portraits of the Earl and Countess of
Wigton dated 1625 are attributed to Adam de
Colone. Their beautiful condition allows us to see
the elegance and sophistication of Scottish art at
that early date.

There are also two portraits by Allan Ramsay
and a very fine picture of Captain Charles Kerr by
his pupil David Martin. There are pictures from
the 20th century including a remarkable early
portrait by William Gillies of his friend Robert
Scott Irvine.

The 21st century is represented by John Byrne
with a portrait of Jeanine and by Alexander Stod-
dart with a bust of John Byrne, by Jock McFadyen,
painting himself, and by Jennifer McRae with a
startlingly frank, double portrait of Pat and Geof-
frey Eastop. Altogether it is very creditable that an
Edinburgh gallery can put together a show of this
quality. It raises the tone all round.
l Body Bags/Simonides until 9 September; Hiroshi
Sugimoto until 25 September; Five Centuries of
Scottish Portraiture until 3 September
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MEMORIALANDMORETHANAMEMORY.

THEMISTSOFTIMEAREVISIBLE
THETERSESCOTSMAKESTHESE

EPITAPHSTIMELESSANDEVERTOPICAL.
SOLDIERSSTILLDIE FARFROMHOME
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MAIN: Norman McBeath’s photograph of fallen trees has
echoes of an ancient epitaph of Simonides, remembering

the dead of Thermopylae (left) OppOSITe: Lightning
Fields 236 by Hiroshi Sugimoto


